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Abstract

Logistic models are commonly used to analyze matched case�control data� The standard analy�

sis requires the computation of conditional maximum likelihood estimates� The Newton�Raphson

method is quite e�ective in this regard though the computations do not resemble iterative� diago�

nally weighted� least�squares� Whitehead	
���� proposed an unconditional poisson analysis which

leads to correct estimates of the odds ratios and their standard errors by using the stratum indi�

cator as a factor in the linear predictor� We propose a di�erent and even simpler procedure that

uses a diagonal approximation for the 	non�diagonal� weight matrix of the conditional algorithm�

As such it is in the class of delta� algorithms as described by J�rgenson 	
�����

The primary purpose of the new algorithms is to exploit iterative weighted least�squares

procedures for �tting general additive structure rather than simple linear structure� Thus� writing

the standard model as logit	p� � �k � x��� � x��� � � � � � xm�m� we propose the extension to

logit	p� � �k � f�	x�� � f�	x�� � � � �� fm	xm� where �k accounts for the matching variables and

fj is an arbitrary smooth function of the covariate xj � We demonstrate the methodology on two

sets of data�

An abbreviated version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of Compstat �	��
 Physica�Verlag


Heidelberg�
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Section �� Introduction

�� Introduction�

The linear logistic regression model has become a standard tool of epidemiologists and biostatis�

ticians for the analysis of matched case�control data� Breslow and Day 	
���� give a clear and

detailed description� We establish notation which follows that of Pregibon 	
����� and give a very

brief outline of the methodology�

Typically the response Y measures the presence 	
� or absence 	�� of some disease� The

linear logistic regression model relates the incidence or prevalence of the disease to a set of possible

exposure variables x � 	x�� x�� � � � � xm� via

logit	P 	Y � 
 jx�� � � � x��� � x��� � � � �� xm�m 	
�

where logit	p� � log	p�	
� p��� An equivalent way of expressing model 	
� is given by

log	�	x�� � x��� � x��� � � � �� xm�m 	��

where the odds ratio � is de�ned as the odds of an individual with exposure x developing the disease

relative to an individual with baseline exposure �� The regression coe�cients �j are estimable

regardless of whether the sampling was prospective or retrospective in nature�

Often certain exposure variables are known a priori to a�ect prevalence but of limited interest

otherwise� Let Mk denote a partition of the space of these variables� In this case model 	
� can be

written

logit	P 	Y � 
 jx�Mk�� � �k � x��� � x��� � � � �� xm�m 	��

where �k is an intercept term speci�c to Mk� The parameters of interest� �j � are assumed to be

constant across matched sets� In terms of odds ratios we have

log	�	x�Mk�� � x��� � x��� � � � �� xm�m� 	��

which is identical to 	���

If we were free to design the experiment 	with no cost constraints�� we would construct cohorts

of subjects sampled randomly from x jMk� which would then be followed up and the disease status Y

recorded� With su�cient observations in each set� the nuisance parameters� �k� and the parameters

of interest� �j � could be estimated by maximum likelihood�

Often such prospective studies are impractical 	e�g� for low incidence diseases�� expensive� and

perhaps even unethical� An alternative is to sample retrospectively from the cases and controls�

�
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For the kth of K cases with covariate vector x�k� form a pool of controls having the same values

of the matching variables� Randomly select Rk of these matched controls with covariate vectors

xrk� r � 
� � � � � Rk� For notational simplicity� we assume further that Rk � R �k�

Using 	��� the conditional probability that within a matched set� the assignment of the R� 


values xrk to case and controls is as observed� is given by Breslow and Day 	
���� as

��k �
exp	xt

�k��PR
r��

�
exp	xt

rk
��
� � 	��

The full conditional likelihood is simply the product� L	�� �
QK

k�� ��k� over matched sets� we

typically work with its logarithm�

l	�� �
KX
k��

�
xt
�k� � log	

RX
r��

�
exp	xtrk��

��
	��

In this paper we discuss algorithms for maximizing 	��� Our primary goal is to develop algo�

rithms for estimating non�parametric extensions of 	��� in particular we concentrate on estimating

the arbitrary but smooth functions fj in the additive model�

log	�	x�Mk�� � f�	x�� � f�	x�� � � � �� fm	xm�� 	��

Additive models of this kind are discussed in Hastie and Tibshirani 	
���a�c� who motivate the

local scoring algorithm for estimating the fj as a non�parametric extension of iterative reweighted

least squares 	IRLS�� They concentrated� however� on situations where the iterative weight matrix

is diagonal as in the case of exponential family densities� In this case each observation has an

associated 	iterative� weight� and the local scoring algorithm estimates the functions by smoothing

appropriate partial residuals using a weighted scatterplot smoother� Although the Newton�Raphson

algorithm for maximizing 	�� can be written as IRLS� we will see that the weight matrix is not

diagonal� This hampers the non�parametric extension and alternative algorithms are needed�

Most of the ideas developed here carry over directly to the proportional hazards regression

model for censored survival data 	Cox� 
����� Here one models the hazard function� �	x� T � �

��	T � exp	xt��� where T is the time to death� ��	T � is the baseline hazard function� and the

multiplier exp	xt�� measures the e�ect of covariates x on the hazard� The logarithm of the

baseline hazard at the kth observed death time� log	��	Tk��� plays a role similar to �k in model

�
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	��� These so�called nuisance parameters are eliminated in the log partial likelihood

l	�� �
KX
k��

�
�xt

�k� � log	
X
r�Rk

exp	xtrk��

�
A � 	��

where Rk� the risk set at death time Tk� plays a role similar to a matched set�

�� Motivation�

In this section we introduce an example to motivate the methodology we propose� Our purpose is

not to provide a de�nitive analysis of the data� Rather we show that our methods lead easily and

naturally to those models already suggested and also new structure not previously discussed�

Breslow et al 	
���� analyze data from a study of oesophageal cancer in Singapore� Each

case was matched with four hospital controls based on sex� race� and age 	within �ve years�� The

data considered here refer to �� male cases and exposure variables dialect group 	DG� coded � or


�� consumption of distilled liquor 	LIQ� coded � or 
�� number of beverages drunk at burning hot

temperatures 	BEV� scored ��
������ and number of cigarettes smoked daily 	SMO� cigarettes�day��

These authors considered the linear model

log	�� � DG�� � LIQ�� � BEV�� � SMO��� 	��

demonstrating how one would make inferences concerning the ��s�

Age was used in the matching procedure� but since matching was imperfect one could assess

whether an adjustment to the parameters of interest was possible by augmenting 	�� with the term

AGE� Thus one could entertain the linear model

log	�� � DG�� � LIQ�� � BEV�� � SMO�� � AGE��� 	
��

Upon �tting 	
�� one �nds that the AGE contribution is not signi�cant� In contrast consider the

additive formulation of 	
��

log	�� � DG�� � LIQ�� � BEV�� � fSMO	SMO� � fAGE	AGE�� 	

�

Figure 
 displays the non�parametric �tted function for AGE which is non�monotone in nature�

The function for SMO 	not shown� is reasonably linear and quite �at� A �t of the linear model

log	�� � DG�� � LIQ�� � BEV�� � SMO�� � 	AGE� �������� 	
��

�
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Figure �� The �tted function for AGE in model ����� The vertical

bars at the base of the �gure represent frequency of AGE values� The

plot suggests a non�monotone functional dependence of the log�odds

ratio on the matching variable AGE�

con�rms that the non�monotone dependence on AGE is signi�cant�

The implications of this �nding can be severe since the typical method of detecting interactions

between matching and exposure variables consists of adding terms such as MATCHING�EXPOSURE�

Now for any exposure variable highly correlated with AGE� AGE�EXPOSURE will be highly cor�

related with AGE�� Thus� without the AGE� term in the model� the imperfect matching on AGE

can lead to mistakingly identifying the interaction AGE�EXPOSURE as signi�cant� In the present

data none of the exposure variables were highly correlated with AGE so this was not a problem� Our

point is that in other cases it can be and that additive modeling can prevent anomalous �ndings�

�� Algorithms for the linear model�

���� The standard algorithm�
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Di�erentiating 	�� the score for � can be written as

S	�� �
KX
k��

RX
r��

	yrkxrk � �rkxrk�

� X t	y � �� 	
��

where � � f�rkg� and y � fyrkg indicates cases 	
� or controls 	��� It is also convenient to de�ne

�k � the sub�vector of these probabilities 	which sum to 
� for each matched set� and U � diag	���

Similarly the information matrix can be written

I �
KX
k��

�
� RX
r��

�rkxrkx
t
rk �

�
RX
r��

�rkxrk

��
RX
r��

�rkxrk

�t
	

 � 	
��

� X tWX

where W is a N �N block diagonal matrix with kth block Wk � Uk � �k�
t
k �

The Newton�Raphson update 	eg Breslow and Day� 
���� can be expressed in IRLS form as

�new �
�
X tW oldX

���
X tW old

�
X�old � 	W old��	y � �old�

�
� 	
��

where �old and W old denote � and W evaluated at �old� and W� denotes a generalized inverse

of W and is equivalent to diag	����� See Green 	
���� for a discussion of IRLS algorithms�

���� Implementation of the Newton�Raphson algorithm�

Although the Newton�Raphson update 	
�� is quite straightforward� it is not entirely convenient

because the weight matrix W is not diagonal� Thus one could not �t the model directly in GLIM�

Matched pairs are a notable exception 	Holford et al� 
����� standard logistic regression analysis

of the response� y � 
 and exposures� X � Xcase �Xcontrol� gives the correct estimates of � 	no

intercept�� But since this trick does not generalize to more general matching� and does not help us

in the non�parametric setting� we do not consider it further�

One can exploit the special structure of the weight matrix W to derive a diagonally weighted

version of the conditional algorithm 	
�� 	Pregibon� 
����� We write the matrix Wk � 	I �

��tk�tUk	I � ��tk�� where � is a column of R�
 ones� Now if Xk denotes the matrix of exposure

variables for the kth matched set� �Xk � 	I � ��tk�Xk is the corresponding centered version� the

centering is done by removing the ��weighted average for each exposure variable� ThusX t
kWkXk �

�X t
kUk

�Xk� and if �X denotes the entire matrix of exposure variables with each block centered by
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its block ��weighted average� then X tWX � �X tU �X � Noting that X t	y � �� � �X t	y � ���

substitution into 	
�� yields

�new �
�

�X tUold �X
���

�X tUold
�

�X�old � 	Uold���	y � �old�
�
� 	
��

For clarity we describe the procedure in algorithmic form�

Newton�Raphson Algorithm

Initialize� Set � � ��

Cycle� Compute �rk � exp	xtrk���
PR

r�� exp	xtrk���

Center xrk by its ��weighted average� i�e� �xrk � 	I � ��tk�xrk�

Compute zrk � �xtrk� � 	yrk � �rk���rk�

Compute the new � by regressing z on �X with weights ��

Until� the deviance D � ��
P

k log��k converges�

An alternative derivation of the above algorithm is based on a suggestion of Whitehead 	
����

for the proportional hazards model� Here one treats the case�control indicator yrk as Poisson

with mean �rk � exp	�k � xtrk���� IRLS for the Poisson amounts to repeatedly regressing zrk �

�k �xtrk� � 	yrk � �rk���rk onto the columns of 	A � X� using weights �rk � where A is the N �K

design matrix for the ��s� But since for �xed �� �rk � �rk � we can achieve the multiple regression

by �rst adjusting X for the columns of A� yielding �X � and then simply regressing z on �X � This

is in fact the Newton�Raphson update 	
���

���� Delta Method algorithms�

The above algorithm requires duplicate storage for �X � At the cost of slightly slower convergence

this can be eliminated� It derives from the conditional algorithm described by 	
�� where we replace

the block matrix W by its diagonal W � diag	�rk	
 � �rk��� The algorithm results in the IRLS

step

�new �
�
X tW

old
X
���

X tW
old
�
X�old � 	W

old
���	y � �old�

�
� 	
��

J�rgenson 	
���� gave the name �delta� to modi�ed Newton algorithms of this kind� where the

weight matrix is replaced by an approximation� His suggestion in the case of conditional problems

� This model is not to be confused with the original logit model ��� it is simply a device for maximizing

the conditional likelihood� This works since the maximum of the �Poisson� log likelihood function for

� is identical� apart from constants� to that of the log conditional likelihood function� l����

�
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Figure �� Convergence patterns in �tting the linear model to the

depression data �� variables�� The steepest curve is the Newton�

Raphson algorithm� the �attest curve is the delta algorithm� and the

middle curve the delta algorithm with intercept� The ��s below the

top curve show the e�ect of step length optimization for that curve�

as do the ��s below the middle curve

such as this implies using the Poisson� weights �rk on the diagonal� but we found empirically that

with these weights the convergence was extremely slow�

We demonstrate the convergence of the di�erent algorithms on data from a study of possible

physiological causes of depression 	Rubin et al� 
����� The exposure variables represent concen�

trations of � hormones for �� depressed patients and their matched controls� Figure � shows� on

the log scale� the convergence of the deviance for the Newton�Raphson algorithm 	
��� the delta

algorithm just described� and one still to be described� Initially the delta algorithm shows a con�

vergence pattern similar to the Newton�Raphson� but then �attens o� and converges linearly� We

can improve the delta algorithm 	
�� by augmenting X with a column of ones� i�e� adding the

�
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grand mean to the linear predictor� 	This constant cancels in the de�nition of �rk �� The resulting

algorithm is still in the class of delta algorithms since� X�tWX� � X tWX � where X� � 	� � X�

and W � W �W�	�tW�����tW � The constant term e�ectively puts values on the o��diagonal

of the weight matrix which attempts to adjust for all the matched sets simultaneously� As can be

seen in the �gure� the convergence for this augmented diagonal algorithm is improved considerably�

The Newton�Raphson algorithm typically converges quadratically given a reasonable starting

guess� although convergence is never guaranteed without step size optimization� In practice this is

seldom a problem� Delta algorithms can be shown to be ascent methods so they will also converge

with step size optimization 	J�rgenson� 
����� One way of viewing the step size is instead of using

�new as the new linear predictor� one uses 	
�w��old�w�new for some w 	 �� We implemented an

Armijo�Goldstein step search routine 	Gill� Murray and Wright� 
���� section ���� which safeguards

against over�stepping� Figure � shows the improvement due to step size optimization to both our

delta algorithms� In particular� the delta remains inferior to its augmented version 	for these

examples��

�� Estimation of the additive model�

In this section we derive an algorithm for estimating the components of the additive model 	���

We follow the penalized likelihood approach and present it in a simpli�ed form� referring to the

already large literature for details� For penalized likelihood techniques close in spirit to this work

see Hastie and Tibshirani 	
���c� and O�Sullivan 	
��� a�b��

���� Spline estimation for a single function�

Consider a single exposure variable x� Without loss of generality we assume there are no ties in

the xrk� The logarithm of the penalized conditional likelihood for the model log	�	x�� � f	x� is

l	f� �
KX
k��


f	x�k� � log

�
RX
r��

exp	f	xrk��

��
�




�
�

Z
 f ��	s�!�ds� 	
��

The criterion has two components� the likelihood component measures �delity of the function to

the data� and the integrated squared second derivative component measures its smoothness� The

smoothness penalty � controls this balance� and has to be supplied�

When working with problems such as these there are some standard approaches that can make

the task much easier� One �rst establishes that a solution exists� and that it is a cubic spline� In

fact� existence is su�cient� since given any solution with �tted values f	xrk�� the interpolating cubic

spline does better on the penalty 	Reinsch� 
����� The elegant results of O�Sullivan 	
���� show

�
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that if the likelihood is convex� existence 	uniqueness� is guaranteed as long as a solution exists 	is

unique� for the likelihood part of 	
�� over the space of linear functions 	i�e� over the null space

of the penalty�� This is the case here 	see also O�Sullivan� Yandell and Raynor� 
���� O�Sullivan�


���a�� So we know the solution exists and is in fact a piecewise cubic polynomial between the

unique values of xrk� and linear beyond the endpoints�

Next we pick a suitable basis for representing such functions� The standard computational

representation is usually in terms of B�splines 	de Boor� 
����� f	s� �
P

i bi	s�
i� where the bi

are the B�spline basis functions and the 
i are the parameters to be estimated� Instead we use

the same bases as Green and Yandell 	
����� which essentially uses as basis the delta function

at each �tted value� and so the parameters to be estimated are the N � K � 	R � 
� �tted

values themselves f � ffrkg� This representation is convenient when only the �tted values are of

concern� and leads to slightly simpler algebra� It is worth noting that even for problems that do

not yield cubic splines as the optimum� one can simply impose cubic spline structure using either of

these bases"see O�Sullivan� 
���b� Using the delta function basis� the integrated squared second

derivative component simpli�es to ��

�
�f tKf where K is a N �N penalty matrix� Di�erentiating

the penalized log�likelihood 	
�� with respect to the N components frk of f leads to the score

function

S	f� � y � �� �Kf 	
��

where �rk � exp	frk��
PR

r�� exp	frk� as in 	
��� The information matrix is I � W � �K� where

W is the same as in 	
���

The Newton�Raphson update for f is

fnew � 	W old � �K���W old
h
fold �W old�	y � �old�

i
� SW z�

	���

where z is the adjusted dependent variable� The matrix SW � 	W � �K���W resembles a cubic

spline smoother matrix� Indeed� this linear matrix operator produces a vector of �tted values that

lie on a cubic spline� In most non�parametric regression contexts W is diagonal and K has special

banded structure which allows one to apply the smoother in O	N� operations� This is not the case

here� even though W is block diagonal and thus banded itself� K is banded if the rows are ordered

with x� but then this ordering destroys the block diagonal structure of W � Thus W � �K is a

full matrix and expensive to invert 	O	N�� operations�� O�Sullivan 	
���a� encountered exactly

the same problem with the proportional hazards model and solved the system in O	N� operations

using a specialized preconditioned conjugate gradient technique which required � or � iterations

��
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per inversion�

Our solution is to replace W by its diagonal W as in section �� Note that we do not use W

since the smoother itself �ts an intercept� The update formula for f is

fnew � 	W � �K���W
h
fold �W

��
	y � �old�

i
� S

W
z�

	�
�

where S
W

is a diagonally weighted cubic spline smoother�

This algorithm works well in practice� �gure �	a� shows a typical convergence pattern using

this algorithm to estimate a single function for the depression data� Figure �	b� shows the �tted

function it produced 	broken curve��

•

•

•

•
• • •

Figure �a� The convergence pattern of the de�

viance for �tting the spline function displayed in

�gure ��b��

Figure �b� The �tted function for one of the

variables in the depression data set� The dashed

curve was estimated using the spline smoother out�

lined above the solid curve used the same algo�

rithmwith a running lines smoother� Both smoothers

were standardized to do about the same amount

of smoothing�

���� The additive model algorithm�

��
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The additive model has the form

�rk �
exp 	�	xrk��PR
r�� exp 	�	xrk��

r � �� � � � � R� k � 
� � � � � K� 	���

where the additive predictor is log	�	xrk�� � �	xrk� �
Pm

j�� fj	xrkj�� The conditional penalized

likelihood now has a penalty for each of the functions�

l	f�� � � � � fm� �
KX
k��

log	��k��



�

mX
j��

�jfj
tKfj � 	���

The derivation is similar to the univariate case and a bit of algebra leads to the set of normal

equations which need to be solved for the vectors of new �tted functions in a Newton�Raphson

step� �
BBBB�

I S� S� � � � S�

S� I S� � � � S�
���

���
���

� � �
���

Sm Sm Sm � � � I

�
CCCCA

�
BBBB�
fnew
�

fnew
�

���

fnewm

�
CCCCA �

�
BBBB�
S�z

S�z
���

Smz

�
CCCCA � 	���

where the Sj are N �N spline smoother matrices of the form SW for smoothing against variable

xj � and z is once again the adjusted dependent variable z � �old � 	W old��	y � �old��

Except in some special cases the system 	��� is prohibitively expensive to solve directly� The

Gauss�Seidel iterative procedure makes exceptional good use of its structure and has intuitive

appeal� Also termed the back�tting algorithm� it proceeds as follows�

The Back�tting Algorithm

Initialize� fj � f�j � j � 
� �� � � �m�

Cycle� j � 
� �� � � �m� 
� �� � � �

fj � Sj	z �
X
k ��j

fk�

Until� the individual functions don�t change�

Finalize� set fnewj � fj � j � 
� �� � � �m�

	���

Buja et al 	
���� prove that the back�tting algorithm always converges for spline smoothers�

They also discuss more sophisticated versions of the same algorithm�

Our implementation uses the diagonal approximation of W by W in order that the system

be solved in O	N� operations� In addition it splits the function f into linear and non�linear

��
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components� f	x� � x� � g	x�� resulting in the additive predictor� �f 	xrk� � �L	xrk� � �g	xrk��

There are several advantages in doing this�

� The linear component can be computed by projection� Thus the general orientation of the

�tted functions 	their slopes� is determined without Gauss�Seidel iteration�

� We know how to �t the linear component e�ciently without approximating the weight matrix�

� As a by�product we get the linear component of the �t� and can use it to judge the amount

of non�linearity�

The Split Back�tting Algorithm

�� Initialize Fit the linear model �L	xrk� � xtrk�� using either the Newton�Raphson

or one of the delta algorithms described in section �� Set the non�linear

component �g	�� � �� Compute �rk � exp	�	xrk���
P

k exp	�	xrk��� and

deviance�

�� Additive step� Compute weights wrk � �rk	
 � �rk� and adjusted dependent variates

zrk � �g	xrk� �
yrk � �rk

�rk	
 � �rk�
�

Fit a weighted additive model �g	xrk� �
Pm

j�� gj	xrkj� to the zrk using the

weighted back�tting algorithm� Compute �rk�

�� Linear step� Compute weights wrk � �rk and adjusted dependent variates

zrk � �L	xrk� �
yrk � �rk

�rk
�

Compute �xrk � 	I � ��tk�xrk and �t the linear model �L	xrk� � �xtrk� to

the zrk by weighted least squares� Compute �rk and the deviance�

�� Until� Repeat steps 
 and � until the �tted functions and coe�cients do not change�

�� Finalize� Compute fj	xj� � �jxj � gj	xj� � j � 
� � � � � m�

�� Discussion�

The system of equations 	��� is appropriate for a wide variety of regression estimators� not

only smoothing splines� Some common examples are�

� If we wish to replace fj by the linear term �jxj � then we replace Sj in 	��� by the least squares

�hat� matrix Hj � Groups of linear terms can be collected together and one �H� matrix used

to represent them�

��
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� If variable xj is categorical with J levels� then we replace Sj by the operator that calculates

the category means�

� Other smoothers� not only splines� can be represented by S�

In practice this means that each variable can be associated with a particular smoothing op�

erator� Each time the variable has a turn in the back�tting algorithm� the smoothing operator is

applied to the partial residuals resulting in a �tted function for the variable� This procedure can be

further generalized to include associating a single smoothing operator with more than one variable

	e�g� surface smoothing��

The point of view that the spline smoother can be replaced with any reasonable non�parametric

regression estimator� suggests that any of the commonly used scatterplot smoothers can be used

provided they can be modi�ed to incorporate observation weights� Amongst others� this class

includes �locally weighted running lines� 	Cleveland� 
����� kernel smoothers 	e�g�Watson� 
�����

and �supersmoother� 	Friedman and Stuetzle� 
����� Figure �	b� shows the �t produced using

a weighted running lines smoother in place of S
W

� the shapes are very similar 	the curves are

location free��

Both smoothers in �gure � have a smoothing parameter that needs to be speci�ed� There exist

a number of automatic techniques for making this selection in simple non�parametric regression�

such as generalized and ordinary cross�validation� These techniques become far more complicated

in iterative and multiple regression situations� as well as computationally intensive� The approach

we recommend� although admittedly somewhat ad hoc� is based on the �degrees of freedom� 	DF�

of the smoother� One of the suggestions of Buja et al 	
���� in this regard is to estimate the number

of parameters used up by the smooth by DF � trace	S�� The quantity DF is monotone decreasing

in the smoothing parameter �� When � approaches in�nity� the smooth approaches a line and DF

approaches �� similarly DF 	�� � N � We have found that values for DF around � 	 the value used

in �gure �� produce curves useful for exploring functional form in regression�like models�

Thus our algorithm draws only on basic tools available in most statistical packages� namely

weighted linear least squares and weighted scatterplot smoothing� Thus no additional specialized

software is required although high quality graphical output is desirable�

Our example illustrates that additive models are a valuable tool in model formulation and

interpretation of results� As much of the model formulation stage of an analysis is informal and

exploratory in nature� we resist the temptation to promote formal theories of estimation and testing

for our methods� Rather we feel that a greater contribution would be to detail how we use these

tools in practice� together with other tools already in use� such as outlier detection techniques�

��
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regression diagnostics� goodness�of��t� etc�

We see no alternative starting point other than looking at the data�� In particular� the

univariate and bivariate distributions of the covariates and�or any strati�cation variables should

be examined� The purposes are at least threefold

� to detect gross outliers in the univariate distributions 	e�g� age � ��

� to detect inconsistencies in related covariates 	e�g� length of residence in Singapore � age�

� to identify variables with unusual distributions 	e�g� spikes at ��

The idea is to know ahead of time� i�e� prior to modeling� how the data behave so that obvious

blunders can be avoided and that the techniques can be tuned to match particular features of the

data� Most techniques we use tend to be graphical in nature� so that when we say look at the

data�� we mean it literally� When dealing with a moderate number of covariates� the scatter plot�

matrix 	Chambers et al� 
����� provides a useful summary of the data as regards the features of

interest at this stage�

After editing the data and perhaps determining an initial parametric form for each covariate�

we then recommend �tting the classical� 	linear� model� At this stage� the emphasis is not on

the �tted model so much� but rather on the residuals� i�e� what was not �tted by the model�

Thus a thorough diagnostic analysis is recommended at this stage 	Pregibon� 
����� The outcome

is typically the identi�cation of subsets of cases�controls which either are not �tted well by the

model or are unduly in�uential� These are the symptoms� as for the cure many possibilities present

themselves�

� leaving out troublesome observations

� re�expressing to enhance linearity

� re�parameterization to capture model inadequacies

The problem in choosing one of these alternative cures� is that the diagnostics do not give

much insight into which might be best� This is where we believe additive modeling can usefully �t

in� especially as regards the last two possibilities�

Currently we employ a backward selection strategy� deleting unimportant terms sequentially�

Only after the model has settled do we look at the �tted functions and see what they suggest�

Without this strategy there is a tendency to interpret insigni�cant but exotic functions whose

presence may also a�ect the important functions�

We feel that the additive model should be treated as a supplement to� rather than a substitute

for� the classical linear model� The non�linear contributions of covariates graphically displayed

�	
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by the function plots not only indicate problems with the linear model but also indicate how

to ameliorate them� Thus parametric re�expressions and innovative re�parametrizations suggest

themselves rather than being left to the ingenuity of the modeler�
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